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PART I.

LESSONS OF

After seaplane

THE 1926 GEKMAN SEAPLANE CONTEST. *

By F. Seewald.

construction had for years received relatively

little encouragement in Germany, all the seaplane constructors

were invited to compete in the 1926 German seaplane contest. This

contest was intended to afford them the opportunity to measure

their productive ability with one another and to give them incen-

tives for further development. In consideration of the hard times,

they were not to be encouraged to build special racing seaplanes,

which would be of no further use, but the intention was to promote

the building of seaplanes which would have equal prospects of suc-

cess for whatever purpose they were designed, provided they were

really good seaplanes. A basis of comparison had, therefore, to

be provided for the different types of seaplanes. The solution of

this problem was very important. It was surprising that none of .

$,.;
h,!., the many persons who wrote about the seaplane contest did not dis-

‘1

!‘,1
cuss this problem. Hence it seems all the more important to con-.1

:T~

I

side”r”it here.

/’
— ———

*ltErfahrungen aus dem Deutschen Seeflug-Wettbewe.rb 1926,11Si~ty–

~

-’ Second Report of the D.V.L. (llDeutscheVersuchsanstalt fur
Luftf&hrtll), 1927 Yearbook of the D.V.L., pp. 26–30.

i
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In the discussion of the rating method, we can restrict our-.

selves -to-the consideration of the fundamental assumptions. All

the rest is simply a matter of calculation, which does not require

discussion, provided the fundamental principles are accepted. The

whole process of rating consi~ts in measuring the climbing speed,

flying weight and carrying capacity of a seaplane and then using

these data as the basis of a construction problem. We then oalcu-

late the answer to the problem, “If a seaplane has a certain

climbing speed, a certain carrying capacity (useful load), and a

certain flying weight (full load), what horizontal speed ean “rea-

sonably be expected of it in the present state of aviation?tf In

other words, !Iwhat”speed would be attained by a seaplane considered

normal in the present state of aviation and having the same climb-

ing speed, carrying capacity and flying weight?!’ The ratio of the

actually measured speed to that calculated for the normal seaplane

then constituted a criterion for the excellence of the seaplane to

be tested, In order to simplify this problem and put it in a

practical mathematical form, various assumptions are “made regard-

ing the properties of the normal seaplane, which will be explained

in what follows.

J
fll+ 1. Mean values are assumed for the aerodynamic coefficients,.

i
‘I Cw, c and Ca3 /Cw2 and the propeller efficiency T, as deter-

1

.,. !,
mined with good seaplanes.

“)‘
.1

2. The mean value for known engines i-sadopted as the engine
:,

I
weight per

~1.?I
.,. ,,.. ,,,, ,,,. ,. ..-.-, . .,, ,.,,.

horsepower.

.. . . . --—.-—...—. .
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3. The ratio of the dead load to the full load is given a

mean value, ‘as’determined byexperience.

4. The ca~rying capacity or useful load is not given its

true value, but is converted into total fuel-carrying capacity

and the corresponding maxi:mum flight distance. The latter is then

introduced into the computations.

Assumption 1 means that a seaplane, which is aerodynamically

better than the normal seaplane, is given a higher rating. If it

is poorer, it is given a lower rating. This corresponds to the

principle of the contest. A given c~nstruction problem may, how-

ever, compel a deviation from the aerodynamically best shape, as,

for example, the installation of a cabinfor passengers or bulky

goods. The rating is then lowered, even when the poorer aerodynam-

ical relations are necessitated by the nature of the construction

problem. The

fairly normal

that a single

effect on the rating, however, is not very great for

shapes. Moreover, attentien is called to the fact

definite numerical value for the coefficients of the

normal seaplane suffices cnly when-the compared airplanes are some-

what similar in size, weight, etc. In the seaplane contest, how-

ever, such narrow limits were established by the rules and regula-

tions that this conditiorrmay be regarded as satisfactorily ful–,... ,..

filled. In other cases these coefficients would have to be made

variable according to the character of the seaplanes.

Assumptim 2 means that the lighter engine per horsepower will

.
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be rewarded and the heavier one penalized, which is in the sense

of the rating. This applies, however, only when the engine pow–

ers do not differ ‘much froifione another. (In the South Germany

flight, for example, engines ranging fro-m20 to 240 HP. were used.

The weight per horsepower was naturally inore favorable for the

220 HP. engine than for the 20 HP. engine. As regards assumption

2, seaplanes with large engines have the advantage of seaplanes

with small engines. When the participation of engines of very dif-

ferent powers is to be expected, this circumstance can nevertheless

be easily taken into account. )

Assumption 3, that the weight of an empty seaplme stands in

a definite ratio to its total flying weight, is justified in so

far as tileheavier seaplane is penalized in relation to the light–

er oile. This is correct, however, only in comparing seaplanes

having the same safety factor. If a seaplane, however, is built

with an exceptionally large safety factor with respect to its in-

tended use, it is naturally heavier than another and stands lower

in the rating. In this point, an adaptation to the strength of

the seaplane would be necessary.

Assumption 4 means that the capacity of the airplane will be

rated by so much higher, the lower the fuel consumption is. This

is simply to rate the fuel corisumgtion, which is extremely impor–

tant in its relatioi~ to the flight range. Whether the fuel con-

sumption is rated in this or ir.some other way is, in the ultimate

analysis, only a matter of preference.
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These are the fundamental prino~iples of the rating process.

With the aid of these assumptions, ~’helaws of the mechanics of

flight can be applied to the pro~le~:. This method produced the rat-

ing formulas which were published ii the rules and regulations (See

ltZeitschrift ffirFlugtechnik und Mot”orluftschiffahrt,1’1925, p.34)\

This method of rating was proposed ~y G. Madelung. It has been ~

thoroughly justified in its fundamental principles by the results

of the seaplane contest. Although many details are capable.of im-

provement, it has nevertheless been demonstrated that this method

can serve as the basis for further development. In order to enable

specialists to assist in the development, this report is followed

bya thorough discussion of the tietailsof the rating process (Part

II). It is hopes that this discussion will awake an interest in

the very difficult task of developing an accurate method for rat-

ing seaplanes.

The Course of the Contest

The measurements necessary for rating a seaplane were made

in the technical contest. This task was performed by the D.V.L.,

as the agent of the board of management of the contest. The deter-

mination of seaplane performances is generally not a very simple

task. It must”be made with very great care if reliable data are to

be obtained. The task is naturally rendered more difficult by the

fact that the measurements have to be made in a place not equipped

for the purpose and simultaneously for a large number of seaplanes.

In future contests this fact must be borne in mind. As far as pos-

—
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sible, technical contests should be held at the D.V.L. (German

Experimental Institute for Aviation), which is ‘muchbetter equipped

for such a task than any other place.

After the data were determined, the measured speed of each

Seaplane was compared with the speed of the normal seaplane, whose

properties, as above explained, were established by the coeffici-

ents. The ratio of the speed attained to the speed of the normal

seaplane constitutes the rating coefficient. In the seaplane con-

test, a seaplane was adopted as the normal seaplane, which had

very high performances in every field, such as could be attained

only by a special seaplane. Of course no seaplane can do this

simultaneously in every field. The same seaplane cannot have a

very high climbing speed and a very high horizontal speed and

simultaneously a high carrying capacity. This is naturally unim–

portant for the rating which is only relative. It is only men-

tioned in order not to allow the impression to prevail that the
*

measured performances lie below the normal, which is not at all

the case. On the contrary, performances have been attained by the

best seaplanes, which must be designated as especially good.

In the determination of the rating coefficients, me must

bear in mind what has been said above regarding the fundamental

assumptions (e.g., that a seaplane built to withstand great
.

stresses, will naturally obtain a lower valuation than a seaplane

which, in view of its use, does not require so great strength).

The value of the individual data will not be affected by this
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fact , since no assumptions are embodied in them. They repr~sant

practical results which can be com~uted and can render valuable

.
service in-the most widely differing tasks.

The results of the technical contest are shown in Figure 1.

In addition to the quantities which are decisive for the rating,

there are also calculated and introduced the quantities which are

decisive for the judging of a seaplane, such as the.distance and

speed coefficients, on the basis of the experimental results.

The high-flight coefficient can be reliably calculated only from

the ceiling, which was net ‘measured. Hence it is omitted here.

Some uncertainty attaches to the speed and distance coefficients,

in so far as the engine power, which must be known for their deter–

mination, was assumed to equal the normal power. In truth the en-

gines, in so far as they were equipped with a corresponding carbu-

retor, worked with altitude gas, even when near the ground, and

hence with a considerably higher power. No further discussion of

the technical power tests is necessary. This is the special advan-

take of the rating method employed, that all the quantities, re-

quired for judging the seaplane, appear in the computation itself.

All the participants fully understood the requirements of the

technical contest and each one endeavored to assist, to the best

of his ability, in the troublesome and tedious tasks, such as

weighing, etc. we have especially in mind the Heinkel Airplane*

Works, which graciously placed its weighing room continuously at

our disposal, although this interfered considerably with its own

work of building five .airplanes which took part in the contest.
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.

Endurance ~Jights
.,

~While the technical performance tests were for the purpose of

determining the performances of the air-planes in comparatively

short test flights, the airplanes also had to demonstrate their

ability in endurance flights of over 4000 km (2486 miles).

The endurance flight was designed chiefly as a test for the

engines and the crews. In orderto give an idea of the whole

course of the contest, the state of the rating on each of the en-

durance-flight days is plotted in Figure 1, from which everything

worth knowing can be learned. It is first seen that all the

curves fall rapidly on the first endurance-flight day. If an ~i.r-

plane had flown the whole distance at its maximum speed, this C-drvs

would have been a horizontal line. Since it is obvious, howe~e.r,

that no airplane can fly such a long distance at its maximum

speed, the rating coefficients all lie lower than those of the

technical performance test. An especially rapid fall always indi-

cates a long loss of time caused by injuries to the airplane or

engine. The curve for airplane No. 7 is of especial inte~est.

It is seen how the rating fell on the first day (due to replacing

the engine). It is then seen, however, how this loss was grad”dal-

ly made up on all the succeeding days, a splendid performailc,eof

the crew and of the “seaplane. The rating coefficients illustrated

by the curves were announced every evening. This proves that for–

mulatory rating, regarding which many doubts have been expressed

,
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in the past, can be successfully employed even in an enduran. e-

f,light:ontest.

On the occasion of some of the engine failures, which oc–

curred during the first days o-fthe endurance flight, there ap= ;

peared, in a portion of the press, heated attacks on German air–

craft engine consttucti.on~ It must, of course, be left to the en-

gine builders to demonstrate the excellence of their engines.

howeverj the question is of supreme importance, it seemsSince,

proper to the authbr~ oh the basis of the impressions which he re–

ceived as a neutral observer on the spot, to questicn the justifi–

catisn of these attacks.

The adverse criticisms were based on the fact that, from the

beginning of the contest, a disproportionate number of the flights

were discontinued, or the airplanes had to make forced landings.

One should not conclude too hastily, however, without further in-

formation, that the engines were poor. If the reporters had looked

for the c,auses,they would have found that, in most .of the cases,

the engine was not to blame, but that a fuel or water pipe had

broken, a tank had sprung a leak, or something of the kind had

happened. Even the best engine cannot function under such condi- ,

tions. The frequency of such injuries was due to the fact that

most of the seaplanes were newly developed types which had left
.

the “factory only a few days ‘before the contest. There was no time

for the customa~y trial flights, which are necessary for thorough-

ly testing new types, so as to discover and eliminate the many
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slight defects which become apparent only in flight. So far as

the writer could discover, there were only three instances of genu–

ine engine trouble on German engines during the whole contest and

one of these was remedied with the means on board. In any matter

where chance plays so great a role, a reliable conclusion can be

reached only on the basis of a large number of observations and,

in this sense, three is not a very large number. Gf the two sea-

planes, equipped with German engines, which were lost during the

endurance contest, the accident to one of them (No. 11) had noth-

ing to do with the engine. The seaplane was forced to alight by

the bad weather and was demolished by a steamboat. In the case of

the other seaplane (No. 2), the cause of the stalling of the engine

was not determined. It is not at all certain as to whether the en–

gine actually broke down or some cause outside the engine necessi-

tated the disastrous forced landing. It may be remarked, moreover,

that chrcnic troubles developed in several foreign engines and 1

even one of the most promising seaplanes was lost due to the stall-

ing of its Jupiter engine. It would be wrong to pronounce judg–

ment here without further information.

Seaworthiness Contest

After the seaplanes had passed the endurance test, they had

to show, in the seaworthiness test, that they could meet the re–

quirements imposed on them by bad weather. Their future develop-

ment must show to what degree seaplanes of the size”now built

II ...-
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Can be inade seaworthy and how much it is possible to.increase the

seawerthinessby increasing the size. of the seaplanes. So much

appears certain, however, that for present-day seaplanes, alighting

successfully, even in a wind of force 4 according to Beaufortls

scale (ltSeegangvier!f), is largely a ‘matter of chance. For exam-

ple, one of the three seaplanes Whitihpassed the seaworthiness

test in the forenoon, broke a float in the afternoon in alighting

under much easier conditions. At present, luck seems to play

decisive role in alighting on or taking off from a rough sea.

Fr~m the present standpoint, it is perhaps justifiable to say

a

that

the maximum seaworthiness of a seaplane lies in its airw~rthiness,

When seaplanes become so dependable that forced alighting no lon–

ger occur, they will then be also seaworthy. Only the future can

show whether real seaw~rthiness is attainable in any other way.

Incentives for Future Contests

One object of this article is to discover, the lessons appli-

cable to future contests., Though many writers have alreads ex-

pressed their opinions on this problem, it still seems far from

being solved, This is doubtless partially due to divergent views

regarding the objects of such contests. The distinction between

sportive and technical contests is not entirely clear. We must dis–
El. ,,

tinguish between contests for aircraft and contests for their

crews. In the former case the contest is purely technical and has

nothing to do with sport. In the latter case, it is pure sport,

I
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which has to do with technics onl~ in that it utilizeo aircraft

,as implements of sport.

All previous contests (at least in Germany) were between the

aircraft, and their object VJaS to give aircraft constructors an in-

centive for intensive, progressive work, the prizes being intended

to recompense them, so far as possible, for their suc~,essfulre-

search and experimental work and to assist them in its continu-

ance. It was surely the desire of the prize founders, who gave so

much money for the purpose,

technical side of aviation.

have been purely technical,

If it is asked whether

it may be answered that, in

to produce a beneficial effect on the

All these contests should therefore

but such was not always the case.

the appointed goal has been attained,

comparison with previous contests,

the 1926 German seaplane contest represents important ~rogress,

principally because of the method of rating employed., The resul%l!!

of the technical contest were, however, partially obscured by the

inability, in the endurance flights, to separate wholly the skill

of the crew and the element of luck from the performances of the

seaplanes themselves. A definite separation of these influences -

must be undertaken, however, in order to rate and compare the sea-

planes. Hence the principle holds true for all contests which in-

volve the rating of aircraft, that the less the element of sport
.- ,, ,,.,

is involved, the better the results.

Another lesson of the seaplane contest is that the time limit

for entries should be adhered to and belated aircraft should not
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be admitted. If entirely untested and belated aircraft are admit-

ted, the contest is hurt, in that the performances of such qircraft.—

can, naturally, not be the best. By frequently recurring accident?

the impression of great unreliability is produced, which hurts the

effect of the contest and the prestige of aviation in general. As

explained above, the German engines, due to the circumstance that

the seaplanes had not been sufficiently tested, acquired a bad repu-

tation which they did not merit. Cn the contrary, it should be re-

quired of every participating aircraft, that it shouldbe finished

several weeks before the beginning of the contest and make a trial

or acceptance flight. The producer then has time to try out the

aircraft and the crew has the opportunity to become familiar with

it, as is essential for every contest.

The rating in future aviation contests should probably follow

s~mewhat the ssinelines as in the 1926 seaplane contest. A refine–

ment of the rating metned should be sought and can doubtless be at–

tained. Noreover, all the factors must be measured which affect

the efficiency of the aircraft, whether they affect the rating or

not. In the above–described method of rating, the engine power

was eliminated and was therefore not measured. The constructor who

desires to utilize the lessons of the contest must, however, know

the engine power. Without it, he cannot determine why cne air-

craft was better than another. In order, therefore, to make prac–

tical use of the lessons learned, there is need of more comprehen–

sive measurements, which require much time and labor,

L —— —-—-.....—. -..—.—-—..—.-..,.
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Ali that has thus far been sai@ assumes that the contests are

for complete aircraft. It is still-a serious que~tibn, hoWever,

as to whether this very expensive method is the only one which can

benefit aviation. It seems as though complete success can be at-

tained only when aircraft contests are combined with tests of the

different structural parts. Aircraft performances involve many

circumstances whose individual effect cannot be determined from

the total performance. In order to make progress, we must, how-

ever, know the effect of each individual part. Hence, contests

sheuld be instituted for such parts, e.g. , propellers, floats or

wheels, skids, individual parts of the driving gear, devices for

reducing the landing speed, etc. Such contests would have the ad–

vantage of putting the contestants to far less expense than in

previous contests, which would enable the participation of many who

could not afford to construct whole aircraft. With the same finan-

cial resources as in the previous contests, it would be possible

for a contestant who had performed some special service in any

field to reserve enough of his prize money for continuing his

work. In this way the object of contests could probably be most

fully attained. At longer intervals, contests should of course be

held for complete aircraft, in order to determine the directionof

other contests. It seems a little previous, however, to mention,-~

individual problems. These can be solved, one at a time, as the

technical and finanoial resources become available. The task of

successfully conducting such a contest, in which a single tech-

1.
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nical goal is sought, is much easier than in the previous contests,

The combination of technical and sport performance

in the principles of the contests, which could not

even the best i~eth~d of rating.

caused confusio:

be remedied by

In addition to such contests, which a,rcessentially technieal,

it seems necessary, in the interest of the rising generation, to

institute contests for the crows, in which the efficiency of the

crews is made the sole object of the rating. The accomplishment

of this task must be left to ,the proper sport authorities and will

net be further discussed here, Surely no insurmountable difficul–

ties will arise, however, provided a definite separation is made

in the above-indicated sense. On this basis, it will doubtless be

possible to obtain more satisfactory results in the flight con-

tssts, both from the technical and sportive viewpoints, than has

hitherto b~en the case.
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Contest
No.

1
2
3

4

5
,6

7
g

9-
10
11
12

13

14
M

16

17

18

~)

Seaplane
type

IJ?GV 59
LFGV60
LFG V 61

c 29 “’

RobbeRo VI:
RobbeRo VII

w 33
v 34

HE5
la5
HD 24
al 24

lP3

Do E
Do E

JunkersA
20

Si

U 13 Bayern

Contestant

Luftfahrzeug-Gest
m.b.H.,Werft
Stralsuud

Caspar-~erkeA.G.
Travemunde
Rohrbach-Metall-
FlugzeugbauG.
m.b.H.,Berlin
SW.68,,

Junkers-Flugzeug-
werkA.G.,Met-
all-Flugzer@bau,
Dessau

ErnstEeinkel,
I?lugzeugwerke
G.mfib.E., War-
nemunde

XrnstGerbrecht,
17erden-Ruhr
Dornier-Metall-
bautenG.m.b.11.,
Friedrichshafen

SeveraG.m.b.H.,
BerlinW.35

ErnstHeinkel,
Tlugzeugwerke
G.mtib.H.,War-
nemnde
Udet-Flugze~bau%
G.D.3.H.,Mun-
then-Raiiersdorf

!dby contestant.

TABLE I.

Pilot

Fischer
Haase
v. Reppert

Berthold

Lamlmann
Roth

Langanke
Zimnerma.nr

v. Gronau
v. I)ewitz
Geisler
Spies

Sch!ber

Coeler
Klausbrucl

~riedens-
burg

Starke

Ritter

Wing
area*
#’
52.0
52.0
52.0

47.0

BMW 17
BMW IV
Bristol-Jupiter

12ispano-Suiza

43.0
‘43.0

46.7
46.7
50.1
50.1
--

--
--

--

--

--

JunkersL 5
3ristol-Ilhone-
Jupiter

Napier-Lion
Gnome-Rhone-Jup
2X3 I?l
EMT IV

Thulin

Gnome-Jupiter
Gnome-Jupiter

JunkersL 5

RollsRoyce
Eagle

BMW VI

]Jomi,na

ratin
HP.
230
230
420

400

2X22
2X22

310
420

450
420
233
230

3X11

420
420

210

360

450

weight
empty
Q
--

1348.2
14?1●7

--

2026.5
--

“1413.0
1422.5

1634.5
1515.5
1411.0
1384.5
--

--
--

1139.3

1697.0

--

Useful
load
kg
--
651.8
818.3
--

1220.0
--

687.0
677.5

865.5
984.5
669.0
736.5
--

--
--

633.7

778.0

--

-Y@l
load
kg—.
--

2000.0 I
229?.0

--

3246.5
--

2100.0
2100.d

2500.0
2500.0
2080.0
2121.0

--

--
--

1773.0

2475.0

--



tontes
.Xo*

-
1
2
3

.4

5
6

‘7
e

9
10
11
12

13
14
3.5

16

17

18

1“

SeaplaneUsefulload
type Weightempty

I
LFGT59
LFGV60
IJ?GV61

(j29

Robbe Ro VII
Robbe Ro VII

w 33
W34

m5
m5
HD 24
RI)24

W3
Do Z
Do E

JudiersA2C

Si

U 13 Bayern

.-

0.484
0.556

--

0.602
--

0.486
0.4?6

0.530
0.650
0.475
0.532

--
--
--

0.556

0.458

--

Max.
ineas.
speed

km/h

--

14’7
178

--

191
--

194
202

203
195
163
168

--
--
--

.-

?4
84

--

121
--

89
83

105
88
--
95

-.
--
--

I

:97 96

180.5 84

~ 1-.s

TAELE I (Cont.

Calcu-.Climbing
lated time
speed 1ooo-

2000 m

kmih min.

— I --
383.6 8.47
385.2 6.15

-- 6.46
-- 7.35

320.0 5.40
320.8 3.87

336.0 3.95
301.6! 5.30
454.2~ 12.75
372.81 ?.10

-- --
-- --
-- --

308.2, 4.62

450.0 ?.26

Fuel i
con-‘Tlight
sump- range
tion

kgp km
7

T

-- --
0.23 906
0.509 825

-- --

-- --
-- --

0.21? 1196
0.337 810

0.431 943
0.40 1434
0.39 575
0.322 932

-- --
--

J

--
-- --

O*2 723

1

0.52 633

-- .-

Ratiq
Tech
per-
form-
ance

w::::
--
0.383

0.462

--

--
--

0.606
0.630

0.604
0.647
0.359
0.451

--
--
--

0.639

0.401

--

coef.
Main
con-
test

Wfinal

--
--
--

--

--
--

0.42!5
--

0.5365
0.564CY
--

0.3690

--
--
--

0.354*

0.371*

--

Speed
:Oef.

‘fl——
c“

--
12.8
12.5

--

--
--

18.1
15.1

15.5
14.?
16.8
18.5

--
--
--

--

--

--

Zndur- ,
ance
flight
coef.

--

4.7
3.6

--

--
--

4.9
3.7

4.2
4.3
5.5
5.7

--
--
--

--

--

--

*Failedin seaworthinesstestandwas not consideredin awards.
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METHOD

PART 11:

OF HATING EMPLOYED IN THE 1926

GERMAN SEAPLANE CONTEST.*

by H. Blenk and 1’.Liebers.

18

I. Introduction

The object of the 192S seaplane contest was to produce an

efficient postal se~lolane. The requirements for the seaplane were

accurately designated, while the following characteristics were to

be specially rated, namely, horizontal speed, climbing ability,

maximum flight distance and econo-myof building materials.

The ~latheinatical>orm of representing these characteristics,

so as to ena.~lea numerical ratin~ of them. proceeds from the

rules and regulations for the seaplane contest. Still the selec-

tion of the :jrir.ciplewhich formed the basis of the ratiilg,as

well as the derivation of the rating formulas, was quite a diffi-

cult task. For this reason the

al expressioi~will be explained

rating method ~ildi-tsnlathematic-

more fully here.

_ ——
*1’DasWertun&sverfeJmen im Deutschen Seeflug--Wettbewer’o1925,11

S~xty-Third Renort of the D.V.L.” (llDeutscheVersuchsanstalt
fur Luftf.ahrtlf~in 1927 Yearbook of the D.V.L., pp. 31-34.
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II. Fundamental Principle of the Rating

.

The rating principle is based on a universal fundamental con-

sideration. This consideration may yet become important for a

large number of contests. It is especially applicable to condi-

tions in Germany, whose aviation is in a poor econo:mic condition.

This consideration reads:*

The regulations must be so couched as to enable (within def–

inite liilits) seaplanes of all types “to participate in the con–

test. No narrowly circumscribed construction problem must be

presented and no particular flight performance must be rated

alone or’have preponderating weight, but the regulations must be
.“

so wor”ded that all types of like excellence will receive the same

rating.

In order to render this possible, the meaning of the llexcel–

lencefl of a type must first be defined. The following is a very

clear and comprehensive definition. A type is good, when the nec-

essary cost is as small as possible and when its performances are

as great as possible. The ratio of the performances to the cost

of a given type must be as large as possible. This ratio is the

important one for the user. For him, all the intermediate values,

such as, for example, engine power or wing area, are of no impor-

tance. ,,

The above definition of !Iexcellence!lraises the fu:ftkerc{ues-

*The ideas set forth in what follows are taken chiefly frOi?lG.
Madelung. See also explanations (HErlau.terungenll)of the D.V.L.
regarding the rules and regulations for the 1926 German Seaplmne
Contest at the close of Part I of the rules and regulations

, (‘fAusschreibungll).
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t O l~~ha.tis me ~,nt IYJT ~f~o~tll ‘and ~~perforflances.‘l The latter

already been tiefined in the regulations by the require–

ments for a seapl?.neto have a high speed, good climbing ability

and a long flight range.

The IlcostIIcomponents are: cost of production, cost of up–

keep, and length of life. It is not easy to express these quan-

tities nuillericallye An ixperfect but quite practical approximation

to the total of the cost fr.ctors is the weight of the empty air—

plane (ded load). A refinement of the term l[costi(is conceivable,

though this would render it :mo~e di”:ficult to express numerically

and Creatly inczease the lcbor of computation. (Compare the defi-

nit ion of ‘Icostll(“Aui%andll) in the Iiule,sc.nd“Regulations for the

1$326South Germu,ny L::.ndF]i@t, ‘where it inclu(desthe cost of pro–

vialing shelter i’o~~assengers and freight. )

111. Practical Applier.tion of the Rating Idea

After thus deiining cost m.d ;~erforme,nces,there comes the

practical application of the ahovementioned principle, according

to which the rating is to be dcne. The ratio of cost to perform-

ances cai-inot‘oewritten immediately after the separate partial per-

formances ha.webeen d.eterrnined,because the total performance is

not simply the sum of the individual l~erforiuances. If, for exam-

ple, the horizontal speed of an aircxaft is increased by altering

the wing area at ‘ih.eex;penseof the climbing speed, the total”per-

for-mance remains the sine, though the arithmetical sum of the per-
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formance factors is different. It is

mate relati-onof the different flight

ered. This relation is determined by

from which it is found to what degree

2X

recognized that the inti-

performances must be consid-

the mechanics of flight,

the improvement of a partial

performance by altering an intermediate quantity, as, for examplel

the wing area, engine power, carrying capacity, etc..,impairs some

other partial performance or increases the cost. In a inore accu-

rate investigation (See Section” IV), the

chanics show that, when the cost and two

known (e.g., in the above-mentioned case,

equations of flight me-

partial performances are

the dead load, the flight

range, ~andthe climbiilg speed), the other performances (e.g., the

maxi”mum horizontal speed) for a predetermined excellence of con-

struction, which represents a definite status of aviation, can

have onc ?.ndonly one precise value.

Hence, if two aircraft hnve three like partial performances

and if the other performances do not agree, the two airplanes are

not equr.llygood. In this very obvious way, all aircraft can be

compared with respect to their structural excellence.

This is the practical way in which the abovementioned rating

is made. In the present case of the seaplane contest, the cost

(dead load) and two partial performances, namely, the flight

range and the climbing time froinan altitude of 1000 m (3281 ft.)

to an altitude of 2000 m (6562 ft.), are determined for each sea–

plane. It is then possible to calculate the v.al.ueof the other

performances (maxi:mum horizontal speed) according to the present

technical status of aviation. The actual performbce (maximum
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measured speed) is then compared with this lttheoretioalperf.onn-

ante. ‘f

The last question, still to be answered, concerns the ‘lpres–

&nt technical status of aviation.” This is a purely empirical

matter. In order to represent it numerically, we must combine all

the quantities which characterize the various departments of work

in present-day aviation. The status of engine construction is

characterized by the engine weight per horsepower (T kg/HP) and

by the fuel consumption per horsepower-hour (b kg/HP/h). The

status of propeller construction is characterized by the propel-

ler efficiency q . The status of aircraft statics and construc-

tion is characterized by the ratio of “theweight of the airplane

without power plant to the full load ([). The status of aerody-

namics is characterized by the coefficient of drag in horizontal

flight (%q_J), the power coefficient in climbing (cw/cal*‘ ) and

the L/D ratio (c).

For comparing the contesting seaplailes in the designated

sense, the standard chosen was a seaplane which represented the

present technical status of aviation through the following coeffi-

cients. Tliesecoefficients represent mean values for good sea–

planes:
TH = 0sG5, propeller efficiency in horizontal flight and

in cliinbingflight;

‘fl = 0.65, propeller efficiency in the endurance

t = 0.35, ratio of seaplane without power plant
load;

T = 1.5 kg/HP, power loading of engine;

CWH = 0005, drag coefficient in horizontal flight;

flight;

t“ofull
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Cw
1*5

= 0.09, power coefficient in climbing flight;
Ca

c = coefficient of glide or L/D ratio in encturance
flight;

b = 0.22 kg/HP/h, fuel consumption per”HP/hr. in en-
durance flight.

These coefficients define an endless series of so-called

‘lstandardllaircraft. The measured horizontal speed of a contest-

ing seaplane will now be compared with the speed of the standard

seaplane which has the same dead load, the same fl’ightrange, and

the same climbing speed as the contesting seaplane. This is the

above-named “theoretical performance.lt

IJ7. Mathematical Derivation of the Rating Formulas

In order to express the rating numerically, we must deter-

mine the relations between the different partial ~erformances.

We will then be prepared to

seaplane, or, which ainounts

‘speed for the same standard

calculate the speed of the standard

to the same thing, the theoretical

excellence of construction, from the

measured quantities (dead load, flight range and climbing speed).

1. Explanation of the Symbols

G (kg), flying weight or full load;

GL (kg), weight empty or dead load; .

Gz (kg), carrying capacity or useful load;

GT (kg), empty weight of power plant or engine;
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GF

GD

No

Nz

F

‘Y

Wz

‘H

t

s

The

The

(kg),

(kg),

(=),

(=),

(in2),

(kg/m3 ),

(rfl/s2),

(m/s),

(m/s),

(s),

(km),

empty weight of aircraft without power plant;

service load;
,

engine power

II II

wing area;

air density;

acceleration

on ground;

at altitude z;

due to gravity;

climbing speed at altitude z;

horizontal speed;

climbing time from 1000 m to 2000 m;

flight range with 400 kg (882 lb.) service load.

coefficients given in Section III are also used.

following relations hold good:

Full load equals dead load plus useful load:

G= GL +-Gz (2)

Dead load equals empty weight of aircraft without power plant,

plus empty weight of power plant:

GL = GF-I-GT.

Moreover, the power loading

G Full load—=
N~ Horsepower of engine at sea level

appears repeatedly in what follows.
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By using T =

pressed as follows:

or, according to

By

or, by

For

itiemorandumNo.4”-454

~ (See Secticn III),
No

this

No 1—=—
GT

eql~ati.ons

N(J=l
G“ 7

&f
-F

(2) and.

GJ,- GF
GL + Gz

(3),

.

be

introducing ~ = $ (See Section III) this becomes

No’ 1 GL-~G
—= —
GT ~L + Gz

equation (2),

T

abbreviation, we now introduce

Hence, NO
T

receives the following

,,.,
Nol-~1—= .—
G T x

(4)

form:

(5)

.

25

ex-
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2. Relation between Horizontal Speed VH,
,-

Climbing Time t and A.

On the assumption of a definite structural excellence, i.e.,

of definite values (See Section III), the flight performances
i,

still depend on the engine power N and the wing area F. Hence,

in order to deterffiinethe relation betwceil the individual perform-

ances, these quantities must be essentially eliminated from the

equations of mechanical flight.

The horizontal speed vH is expressed by the equation

75 N@lH = M F VH3,CWH 2g

and the climbing speed WZ at altitude Z by

If equation (6) is transformed

and equation (5) is taken into account, we obtain

G cm ‘{* T
—— ——

‘–7~TH2gh~F
VH3

,.,, .,,

(5)

(7)

(a)

For the .1OSS in engine power with altitude, we make the usual

assumption.

I?z= Vz No.
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If equation (5) is used,
..

N~ No—=
G

UZT=

If equations ”(8),and (9)

(7), we get

No. 454

~~z

z- can be written

1 -cl
‘z 1- x

(9)

are now introduced into equation
..,. ,. ,,. ..,,

Thus the engine power N and the wing area F are eliminat–

ed and a relation is established between climbing speed and hori–

zontal speed.

For abbreviation we further introduce:

Kl = l-~75TH —T

K2 = YO (~)
CWH \,ca

:min1

1
(lOa+

Equation (10) then becomes

‘z &&H3.wz=Kl~- (11)

On a normal day we can put

?~ = 1.242 - 0.1153 z (12)

forlkm~z~ 2knl (I~Jithan error of less than 1%) and
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— = 0.890 + 0.05133 z
J;

(13)
. ... .

From equation (13) we’then obtain for Uz at the same alti~

tude according to Hoffts formula

(%=* YZ-0.1!5)=0.85 b
0.9925 - 0.1084 Z (14)

so that, when z is measured ‘iniie’t’e’r’s,we obtain

.( + -t-0.05133
tK2

‘i% 0.1084
J’

~ v~A) (15)

for the climbing speed.

In the seaplane contest, the climbing speed was computed

from the climbing time between the altitudes of 1000 and 2000 m

(3281 and 6562 feet). This is obtained from equation (15) by the

integration.
.,, .,..

2000 dz
t=JG= 1000 A

●

1000
0.1084 ~1 + 0.05133 ‘~ vH3A3

J

[
0.8841K1 - 0.9413 ~.V.H3@

. in (16)

/’ K2
0.7757 KI.- 0.9927 ~ vH3A3

If we here introduce the coefficients for the.standard sea-

plane (Section III), we obtain the first rating formula
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t“
1000A In 18.67-0.00461 (VHA)3’2

/ (l?)
‘2;292+O~OO02514 (VHA)3’2 16.39-0~00486 (VHA)3 2

The inversion of this ratio, which was done graphically,
,* GZ

yielded vH as the function of t and A (Or Of ~, according

to equation (4). This relation is shown in the upper part of

Figure 2.

3. Relation between Dead Load d~j flight range S and A.

The flight range was also rated in the seaplane contest.

This was defined as the distance the seaplane could fly, when the

useful load, with the exception of 400 kg (882 lb.) service load

(~), consisted entirely of fuel. According to this definition,

S_(GZ-GD)vH35—.— ——— .—
b NO

., (18)

In order to eliminate the engine power No, we use the

power equation for horizontal flight near the ground, ‘

w VHNo =
75n

(W = drag)

On taking the relation W = c G ‘ into account, weobtaiufor

equat ion (18)

757s3.6 GZ-~=K3”GZ-GD
S=bc

G G
(19)

in which
Ka=. 75T*3.6

bc”
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By the introduction of G=GZ+GL into equation (19) and... . . .

its solution for Gz , we obtain

Gz = G-D

(
‘L)

(20)
lsl+—

“~ GZ/

If we now introduce into equation (20) the coefficients for

the standard seaplane (Section III), we obtain the second rating

L

formula

which brings out Gz

The equation

Gz =
400

-&(l+%)

(21)
1

Gz )

GL
as a function of

s a“nd ~“

(22)

derived from equation (21) yields GL as a function of S and
tiz
~“

This relation is represented by the lower part of Figure 2.

4. Conclusion

If we now consider the curves in Figure 2 and the rating for-

‘mulas (17) and (21), we find in them a definite relatiorrbetween

the flight .performances (vH,t,S) and the,llcost’1 (GL) for the

standard sea-plane, i.e., the quantitative relation, in which these

quantities stand to one another, if a,seaplane is built to corre-
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spend to the technical status of aviation set forth in Seotion IIJ..,,

From another viewpoint, Figure 2 and formula: (17) and (21) afford

the possibility of comparing any seaplane with the corresponding “

standard seaplane. If the test seaplane is well built, it inust

have the ssme horizontal speed as the standard seaplane having

the same climbing speed, flight range and dead load as the test
. .

seaplane (vHtheoretical = ‘Hmeasured ). If the test seaplane

really has, however, a different horizontal speed, the ratio

‘Hmeas~
: vHtheo. is then a definite designation of its structural

excellence.

How easily the rating coefficient ‘Hmeas.~ : ‘Htheo. can be

found by means of a graph is obvious from the example given, ac-

cording to which a seaplane of ‘fstandardl’excellence, with a dead

load of 1535 kg (3384 lb.), a flight range of 1400 km (870 mi.)

and a climbing time of 8 minutes from 1000 to 2000 m would have a

horizontal speed of 347 km (215.7 mi.) per hour.

Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

—
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